TUITION INCREASE ANNOUNCED FOR '75=76
by Robin Chandler
According to the information
approved by the University
Finance Committee and
reccommended to the Board of
Trustees this week, the 1975-76
school year can almost guarantee
you a $95 increase in tuition per
semester, along with a $50
increase in room and board per
semester. A total addition of
$290•for the coming year.
Before you begin to shout
with rage or scream unfairness,
consider the following facts. The
primary factor necessitating
increases came in the form of a
12%4 rise in the cost of living.
The December 1974 issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education
states that the latest government

----There will be no increase in
projected- full - time equivalent
student enrollment which will be
2800.
-There will be no material
change in the over-all
student-faculty ratio.
--The total University budget
wil be balanced.
--The salary scales established
for fiscal year 1974-75 for
Assistant, Associate and Full
Professors will apply to 1975-76
as planned(3% increase as
established last year)
-Non-ilculty personnel will
receive increases form a "pool of
4%" This would apply to the
lowest salaried personnel up to,
but not including the
vice-presidents.

measure of the escalated cost of
living...was up 12.2% over the
October 1973 surveys.
Nationally, faculty salarigs
should be experiencing a 7.5%
increase in order to stay at least
within sight of the cost of living
rises.
Using thses figures, it can be
determined that theoretically
you, the student, should be
handing over $475 more next
year instead of $290. As it is
you will be experiencing only a
9% increase in room and board
and an 8.5% addition in tuition
over last year.
As President Phibbs reviewed
the upcoming budget plans, he
worked with the following
assumptions in mind:
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-Budgeted student aid will
increase to maintain
approximately the current level
of support in relation to tuition.
(as continued policy)
--To maintain the present
level of service in the dining and
housing system, the annual
board and room rate will
increase by $100.
-The full-time tuition rate
will increase by 95 dollars per
semester to a total of $2,550 for
the academic year and will apply
to all schools.
Because the plans had to be
drawn up so early, Lloyd
Stuckey. vice-nresident and
bursar, stated that the assumptions
are the basis for the planning but
can't be guaranteed , yet.
The "budgeteers" tried to cut
carefully in anticipating the new
increases of the economy, and
also keep the students'
additional fees to a minimum.
These decisions were made
behind "hours of agony"
and with much reiunctance.
During a conference last week,
Phibbs emphasized that
although the new payments
would involve both full and
part-time students (excluding the
Seattle Campus),funds of the
student are ;always used to servo
the student.
If the university can meet the
2800 enrollment mark, and the
law school meets theirs, then the

$ 200,000 overhead (which
comes from the law school) will
provide contingencies to be
distributed as additional salary
increases, capital and other
expenditures.
In a ,cornparitive report on
tuition and fee levels of 14 other
private colleges in the
Northwest, UPS stands in- the
middle,seventh in tuition rates
and eighth in room and board
fees. This means that we are not
excessively high, but maintaining
an average "high", whereas other
schools with lower rates and fees
are suffering.
This university operates on
three main sources of
funds:student income,
endowment earnings and
development income, and is
currently attempting to
formulate methods of increase
for the latter two.
Because the endowment
funds(which do not release
monies abruptly), and the
current giving fees are only
beginning to rise from past
giving income, these two facets
of income can not ease the the
students fees. Consequently, we
have to "share the burden".
These are the times in which
we live and in the words of Dean
for Students John English(as he
commented on the
increases ),"We can't separate
UPS from the United States.
Students and faculty alike, will
be sharing the hurt".

Iscovitch receives honary award
Angel Iscovich, a senior
chemistry and philosophy major,
has been selected by the Student
Senate Awards Committee as the
recipient of the first annual
A nnual Honorary and
Scholarship Award. The award is
to be given to a student who has
given much valuable time
an service to the school and the
student body.
Angel was the primary force
in founding and coordinating
Alethiea, -the interdisciplinary
philosophical society which has
had enthusiastic support from
students and faculty. Alethiea
has sponsored several successful
debates, lectures, and concerts.
Angel personally arranged for
many of these last year. Alethiea
revived tte House of Critics
debates on campus. In addition,
Angel arranged for the Academic
Artist and Lecture Series
presentations in 1973 by Dr.
Norimoto Eno.

Angel has served as the
student representative on the
Faculty Honors and Awards
Committee. He was the student
representative to the Sociology
Department's Search Committee
to find a new chairman for that
department.
Angel's academic record is
also outstanding. Recently
accepted to the Dartmouth
Medical School for 1975, he was
a finalist in Washington State
competition for Rhodes
Scholarships last year. He has
been a member of the Honors
Program at UPS for a couple of
years. He has done much in his
dual-major schedule. He is
currently an undergraduate
teaching assistant in both
philosophy and chemistry. Angel
is a member of the American
Chemical Society and the
Tacoma Zoological Society.
He has previously received
University Trustee Scholarships.

Earlier in 1974, he was elected
to membership in the Phi Sigma
Biological Honorary and was
listed in "Who's Who Among
Students at American
Universities and Colleges." He
received the Spirit Trophy at the
end of the 1973-74 school year
for promoting extra-curricular
activities.
Angel has presented papers
here in both the philosophical
and scientific areas. His
"Empyrean Cone of Survival and
Other Selected Essays" is
currently being published in
Spain.
Angel was selected for the
ASUPS award over several other
fine candidates nominated by
the university community. The
award, this year of $250, will go
toward payment of school fees
as a kind of "thank you and
congratulations for a job well
done" from the Associated
Students.

,

Angel Iscovitch is the recipent of Scholastic Award.
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Senate hears KUPS
bid to go FM
The Student Senate meeting,
Decemberl 0, convened at
5:15pm with the prospect of
tuition and room and board fee
increases for next year before
them. This has come about as a
direct result of the 12% cost of
living increase this year.. For the
1975-76 school year, there was a

proposed $95 increase in tuition
and a 50 dollar increase in room
and board per semester. This is a
total rise in fees of $290 for the
coming year. Percentage-wise,
this would be an 8 %increase in
tution an a 9% increase in room
and board over this year.
Presently, KUPS is an AM
station, broadcasting to specific
dorms on campus. If licensed for
an FM frequency, the station
would be able to broadcast to all
of UPS and a good part of
Tacoma. This would be a radius
of five to seven miles.
President Phibbs has
approved the idea and made the
comment that as a radio station,
KUPS ' broadcasts would have
to be educational, i.e. debates,
lectures news, and possible
sports would have to be included
in their programs. Music would
also be included but no
advertising other than for public,

non-paying events would be
possible. Broadcasts would run
16 hours a day, seven days a
week.
The $700 that KUPS will be
asking for next week will be a
one time request. The money
goes to pay an engineer to check
out the radio station and various
frequencies. so that KUPS can
apply for licensing. Money for
equipment will hopefully be
obtained through donations.
KUPS is asking for approval of
funding next week in order to
send in their application this
January. Approval would come
by June and FM broadcasting
could begin next fall. Starting in
February, the FCC will begin
limiting 10 watt licenses and
after that time, it would be two
years before the radio station
could apply.
In other senate action, the
ASB awarded Angel Iscovitch
the Honorary and Scholarship
Award in the amount of $250;
passed a "housecleaning "
amendment change unaimously,
which will bring the total
number of senators to12 instead
of 10, along with title changes.
The new Board of
Communications by-laws went
under disscussion and will
continue next week.
•
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P ea to Save Women's Studies
It has come to my attention that the Faculty
Allocation Committee is in the process of reviewing all
faculty positions and their re-appointment. So there is a
possibility that Women's Studies, which is a new
department on campus, could be done away with. The
department is headed by Mary A. Rothschild, who
taught "Women in American Society" and "History of
the Women's Rights Movement" this fall semester, and
will be offering a Winterim entitled "Women's
Liberation: Introducing an American Sisterhood."

Classes offered in the spring are: "Social History of the
American Woman" and "Sexism in American Schools." I
would like to bring it to the attention of the students of
UPS that the Women's Studies Department could be
done away with because the budget at UPS is such that
something must be cut off, or largely altered. We would
really be losing a lot if this were to happen. Women's
Studies is new, but it has developed rapidly. A group of
women from the "Women in American Society" class
got together and wrote a Constitution and formed The
Feminist Student Union, which is open to all interested
students, female and male alike. Others from the class
have compiled an informational pamphlet that will be
printed and made available to students during Winterim.

It was felt that the one-page orange list of phone
numbers and information distributed by UPS was not
sufficient. Also, most informational pamphlets
distributed in previous years catered largely to
on-campus students, and they wanted to see something
that was geared to off-campus students as well. So they
did something about it. Others have organized a film and
lecture . series. Lectures have included "The Most
Common Health Problems of Women." Melvina
Reynolds came and sang, and the Co-Respondents sang
at Friday-at-Nine. Rape Relief will come and talk on
campus during Winterim and Margie Flanders, who is a
VISTA worker, will talk about the new Indian School in
Tacoma and what they are doing.
A consciousness-raising women's rap group has
also been formed. a
These classes not only teach students something
about the history of women, but it teaches a lot about
women today. Women's Studies also serves as a
self-awareness class, it opens one's eyes to things around
them and makes one come to better understand oneself
as a person. Such worthwhile and meaningful courses
should not be discontinued, but there is.the possibility,
due to a shortage of financial resources. Through
Women's Studies, UPS has offered some courses with a

Apology Owed?

fresh outlook. Regardless of who will hold the teaching
position in Women's Studies, the department should be
continued.
There is the possibility that Women's Studies
would be incorporated into the History Department.
That essentially means that Women's Studies as we now
know it would not exist. It would defeat the whole
purpose of Women's Studies. If you are at all interested
in the continuance of Women's Studies, make your
interest known to those that can do something about it.
Those people are on the Faculty Allocation Committee.
Those on the committee are: Drs. S.
Bauer-History, Del Langbauer-Philosophy, Ernie
Coombs-Economics, Jim Clifford, Chemistry, Bob
Waldo-Business, Joyce Ward-O.T., and Dean Tom Davis.
Give them a call, write them a note or letter, or go in
and a talk with them. But make your interest and
concern known to those who can help protect and
support your interest. UPS has always stressed a genuine
interest in feedback from the students, and
student-faculty relations, so here is our chance to show
such interest. I sincerely hope you all do your
part—Women's Studies would greatly appreciate your
support.

Robin Mittelstaedt

90:5

(The following is an open letter addressed
to John Black, Chairman of Campus Films, from
John Hatcher, KUPS General Manager.)
Last night I decided to take the time away
from my studies and other interest to view the
film that was scheduled to be shown in Mc006.
What flashed before my eyes for the next two
hours can only be described as, in the nicest of
terms, sickening. Needless to say, I and others left
quite distrubed about what we saw.
How could any person in their right frame
of mind call that film "entertaining" and how
could anyone with your supposed background in
films allow such a movie to be shown with your
endorsement and at the expense of our ASB
monies.
If there was any particular reason for
showing "The Bridge," I am sure it would be
appreciated by all to know what that reason was.
If killing, whether in war or not, can be viewed by
anyone as glorified or entertaining then I suggest
that that individual see a specialist in psychiatry
or make a career of the Army or Marines.
To bring to this campus a film that appears
to project these ideas is detrimental not only to
the organization responsible but to the entire
university community.
I believe that you therefore owe the entire
university a public apology for your action and
hopefully better discretion will be used in the
future.

Program

No apology necessary over film
(In reply to John Hatcher's letter on this page,
John Black has written the following:)

In response to your letter concerning the recent
campus film "The Bridge," I would like to present the
following points:
"The Bridge" was requested by members of the
student body and the faculty last February, when
Campus Films was soliciting suggestions for this year's
schedule. Some requested it because it is an
internationally acclaimed anti-war film; others felt that
it would be a good opportunity for language students to
experience a film in a foreign tongue.
"The Bridge" has received high praise from almost
all of the major film critics. Students who saw it at UPS
two years ago remember it as being a moving experience.
That is why someone with a "supposed background in
films" would elect to show it to the UPS community.
No one here who has seen "The Bridge" believes
that its purpose is to glorify war or to make it

entertaining. Mr. Hatcher would seem to be alone in that
interpretation.
Campus Films operates on the policy of the "free
marketplace of ideas," i.e., providing the student body
with a wide range of styles and philosophies. People have
the right to dislike what they choose, but no one has the
right to tell others what they may or may not attend.
That does include you, Mr. Hatcher.
Since university policy apparently should be in
accord with Mr. Hatcher's personal desires, perhaps
private screenings of all future Campus Films should be
arranged. That way, Mr. Hatcher could decide what the
rest of us would be permitted to see.
I will never apologize for attempting to provide
UPS students with the right to request and view a
particular film and then to judge its quality for
themselves. I would like to see you apologize, Mr.
Hatcher, for your arrogant implication that the
university community should be answerable to your own
personal prejudices.

John Black
Campus Films Chairperson

In solidarity,
John P. Hatcher
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UPS Student dorms; now beneficial to Indian children
Dear Dr. Phibbs:

enriched their little lives so much!

The article in the Sunday, Nov. 24 Tacoma News
Tribune regarding the University of Puget Sound's India
Campus, reminded me of a letter I had received from Dr.
Jean Kohler written September 8 1974. In this she
stated the following:

The dorms that were built for the UPS students
are being used every day for students we could never
afford to have here otherwise, and have enabled us -to
give them shelter with enough left over for decent
feeding every day. I just wonder if all those. UPS
students know how much good they left behind them
here for people less fortunate. It was really a sacrifice for
the UPS students to spend so much time here with us, as
the living conditions were very poor and the food almost
impossible, but their sacrifice for those two months has

"Friday 67 children went to a movie about the
tribal areas north of us here, and after. the movie all
went to the circus. Of course Danny went With them,
and if you've ever seen a bus load of pure joy, this was
it! That bus given to us by the UPS students is such a
great thing here. We rent it out at a profit every month,
and the proceeds after upkeep, insurance and petrol go
to the children and their excursions which have just

Save energy- cool
is better than hot
As usual the school is cutting down on the
amount of energy it will consume this winter. Good, but
I have a class that has temperatures that range from 70
to 80 degrees. This is obviously not good conservation of
the oil, gas or electricity that is used to heat McIntyre
Hall.
Not only is the excessive heat a waste of energy,
but also a waste of my time. Try staying awake in a 75
degree-plus room. It is very hard for both instructor and
student to stay awake.
Therefore, the Plant Department should quickly
place the temperature at 68 degrees- and keep the
temperature there. A cool classroom is better than a hot
classroom.

Stephen B. Caldwell

18

named to

"Who's Who"
Eighteen students from the
University of Puget Sound have
been named to appear in the
1975 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and College",
according to John English,
university vice-president and
dean for students.
Selected for high scholarship,
activity in the. UPS framework,
service to the school,
extracurricular involvement and
leadership during their college
careers, this year's students are:
Georgette Anderson, Fred O.
Cain, David M. Campbell,
Gregory R. Dohrn, Michael A.
Galt, Lyle W. Gelbach, Michael
D. Goldfein, Ann L. Horton,
Kenneth V. Johnson, Thomas P.
Kennedy, David W. Kraft,
Robert A' Medved, Claudia A.
M ore lan, Linda D. Purcell,
Michael Purdy, Wendy L.
Severin and Robert L. Wells.

Wait to go to
Sao Fraucisco?
Despite lack of funding from
the ASB, the San Francisco
Seminar may still be held this
spring. Are you interested?
Members of the university
spend spring vacation—one
week—in San Francisco, learning
and taking advantage of a
socially concerned,
culturally-rich environment.
Cost is minimal. Contact Dr.
Norm Anderson, Geology
Department, for further details.

Ckaiicar
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many who would be homeless without them. None of us
realized this when they were being built, and it really
makes one realize that we have to commit the
consequences to God."
Dr, and Mrs. Albertson and the. students are to be
commended highly on the impact they made at
Mitraniketan. Groups such as this really give the people
of other countries a'• much better
and truer
understanding of us. both as individuals and as a nation.

Sincerely yours,
Alice M. Grimes

meant just so much to those that they left behind. Even'
though we put up the dorms in 28 days, they held,up
beautifully during the floods, and right now are housing

Best wishes sent
to UPS community
To the Students, Staff and Faculty:

We would like to wish each of you a

TRAIL resolves rumor
.

There have been rumors floating around to the
effect that somebody (or bodies) are attempting to close
either the .Snack Bar or Cellar X for reasons that "it"
(the Snack Bar or Cellar X?) is not showing enough
profit to justify its continuance.
I would appreciate some sort of clarification in
our newspaper.
Keep up the good work. The TRAIL is a good
paper and serves a worthy purpose.

Happy Christmas
and a
Rewarding New Year

R.R.

with a personal note thanking you, at the same time, for
the warmth shown our family during our first months at
UPS.
We . hope will will understand, however, it we send
the money our family would spend on cards for each of
you to CARE as a gift in your names. There are several
reliable organizations working in th field of supplying
food for the people of the world fachg ::amine, but
because we have seen CARE in action in India and have
worked with it for many years, we have chosen it.
Thank you for the many greetings you send us at
this season. We appreciate each of them.

We checked out the rumor. To date, there is no
indication that the Snack Bar or Cellar X,will be closed.

Does Dean do his job?
The Dean of Students from my understanding is
on campus to help students. But I. have been in his office
a few times and no one was around. Question-does he do
his job properly?

Stephen Caldwell

Best wishes,
Gwen, Phil, Kathy,
Jennifer and niAna'Phihhc
■

Board formulates guidelines
To protect student media
editors and directors, as well as
provide the ASB with some
control, the UPS Board of
Student Communications has
drawn up a set of proposed
by-laws to be inserted in the
ASUPS Constitution.
Dave Campbell, chairman of
t h e Student Communications Board,
explained "in past years there's
been some question as to what
the TRAIL and KUPS could or
couldn't say." But with this new
proposal, he continued, the
Board of Student
Communications will have some

Program for
Teaching Career
open to seniors
The Weaver Fellowship
competition is a national
graduate fellowship program
open to members of this year's
senior class who intend to
prepare for teaching careers at
the college level.
The avtards carry stipends of
$2,000 and. payment of tuition
at the school of the recipient's
choice. Fellowships are not
restricted to any particular field
of study or to universities in the
United States. Deadline for
submission of application is
January 15, 1975, so you must
begin applying as soon as
possible.
For further information,
please contact Darrell Reeck at
ext. 3266.

power in the selection, term of
office, salary, power limitations
and causes or grounds for
removal from office of editors
and general managers of student
media. The board, which is
responsible to "the Student
Senateoversees all official
student communications media,
including , the TRAIL,
Tamanawas,
the and
KUPS radio.
Presentation for ratification

Indecision in the SUB
Oh, what side of the SUB to sit
Tonight the right would seem quite fit
For if I choose the left you see,
The seconds lady would be far from me.
The left has all the social clicks,
The right has all the social sicks.
On the left you find laughter and joke.
On the right you find far less smoke.
'On the left you can view promenade.
On the right, ice-cream cones are made.
So how do you choose between left and right?
Perhaps its an eligible bachelor in sight, _
Or if your a guy, perhaps it's a chick.
I often find it difficult to pick.

began at the last student senate
meeting, Tuesday, Dec. 11 and
will continue in future senate
meetings.
.
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Reed climbs Mt. and saves life
by Albert Hintz
An assault on Mt. McKinley
in Alaska is something only a
few people ever try. Its summit
is 20,320 feet high, the highest
point in North America. Winds
of 100 miles an hour and
temperatures of -45F are not
uncommon in its upper
reaches—in the summer.
Mike Reed is a sophomore
who lives in Smith Hall. He
swims five miles a day for the
UPS swim team. He also helped
save a man's life last summer
while climbing McKinley. The
man who credits Reed for saving
his life was Dr. Larry
Heggerness, president of the
Alumni Board of Directors.
Reed says, "I just happened
to be there."
To save Heggerness and climb
McKinley, Reed was more than
`just there.' He related some of
the back-ground behind "Denali
_
mrqverse "
rise.

winds raging outside. However,
as Reed admitted, this may have
been a mistake. The 'moat' filled
with the drifting snow, and
covered the tents to a depth of
five feet, making ventilation of
the tents an impossibility.
Heggerness cooked for the
group during most of the trip.
He was melting snow for
drinking water at the assault
camp when he was overcome by
the fumes from their stove. This,
coupled with the lack of oxygen,
caused Heggerness to contract a
Pulmonary Edema. The problem
would mean almost sure death if
Heggerness could not be sent to
a hospital as soon as possible.
"He was really hurting,"
remembers Reed. "He thought
he was going to die, and so did
we. There was nothing we could
do. We tried to radio, but our
line of sight transmitter couldn't
make it over the bend in the

MD

Mini.".`,M•1111111•118. mmenewax....

Dr. Larry Haggerness suffered from Pulmenary_ Edema.

"Larry Heggerness was the
leader of my first
mountaineering trip up Mt.
Rainier five years ago, and he
invited me to go on this
expedition." Reed was only 18
years old at the time, quite
young for the trek up McKinley.
But Heggerness had confidence
in Reed's conditioning, induced
by his swimming, and in his
experience from climbing most
of Washington State's most
glaciated mountains, such as
Rainier, Baker, and Adams.
In addition to the usual
logistics problem of climbing
McKinley, KOMO-TV in Seattle
approached the group, asking
them if they could film the
climb. The TV station gave them
three 16mm movie cameras and
about 10,000 feet of film to do
this with.
Heggerness and the assistant
leader, Jerry Hasfjord, went to
Alaska in April to ferry 2300
pounds of supplies to the 9,000
foot level of the mountain. This
was done using an unique
method: dogsled. Dogsleds
hadn't been used on McKinley
for at least forty years, but they
turned out to be the only
practical method in this case, for
moving the equipment and food.
Once there, they buried the
supplies in a hole in the glacier
to keep it safe from wolverines
and the elements.
When Reed and the six other
mountaineers began their ascent
after UPS's finals last June, each
of the climbers had sunk about
$1100 of their own money into
financing the traverse, and had
spent nine months in
preparation for it. Nothing less
than success, reaching the
summit of McKinley, would
satisfy them.
After making their way to the
15,000 foot level they had
perfect weather. But a
snowstorm blanketed their tents
with five feet of snow. Having
clear weather once again, they
pushed on to the 18,000 foot
level. They suffered from the
extremely low concentration of
oxygen at that height, only 30%
of what it is at sea level. The
weather again deteriorated,
almost from the time they had
left their last camp.
They set up their "Assault
Camp," the last camp until they
climbed the summit, in a sort of
`moat' at 18,000 feet, to protect
the tents from the 100 mph
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glacier." The 'whiteout' storm
conditions outside made
impossible for the group to find
their way back to the lower
camp.
Finally, one of their radio
transmissions made it to the
Park Service at the base of the
mountain, and they radioed
another group of climbers from
Wyoming, who were camped at
16,000 feet. As soon as the
weather cleared, the group from
Wyoming made their way to the
climbers in trouble.
As Reed tells it, during that
four hour break in the storm "all
hell broke loose, the group from
16,000 feet came up and we
made a stretcher, put him on the
stretcher, and took him down. It
was the only four-hour break we
got for seven days."
They radioed from the other
group's camp, but the Air Force
had no helicopter that could

reach 16,000 feet. This forced
Reed and the others to move
further down the mountain. "We
had to take him down another
thousand feet," Reed said,
"through some really soft snow.
It was really hard with a
homemade stretcher, but we got
him down."
They then set up a camp and
waited two days until the Air
Force could reach them with a
helicopter. In the meantime, an
Air Force transport plane
dropped 20 bottles of oxygen to
the party to ease Dr. Heggerness'
breathing.
About 8 o'clock in the
morning of July 10 the
helicopter made the pickup and
Dr. Heggerness and a hundred
pounds of movie film. "It was a
big relief to get him off the
mountain," Reed recalled. "We
hadn't been sleeping too much,
because he was really hurting.
We hadn't slept for two nights,
but we knew we had a last
chance to get to the top. We just
packed up right then, and went
up to our high camp at 18,000
feet."
"Meanwhile, two of the three
guys that were left there had
climbed to the summit and back,
so they had made it and the
expedition was a success. But we
wanted to make it ourselves.
"We could see the storm
coming; when you're that high
on McKinley, you can see all the
fronts approaching from all
directions. We only took four
hours of rest (I don't think any
of us slept), and went to the
summit and made it."
Reed planted a small UPS
banner on the summit, after
packing it all the way up the
mountain in his 80 pound
backpack.
The party then returned to
their "Assault Camp," and began
a wearying 23-hour trek down
the mountain to where they
could be picked up by a bush
pilot. After being flown back to
civilization, it took less than a
day for them to make it back
home. "It's really a good feeling
after 40 days to be back home,"
said Reed.
Dr. Heggerness has since
recovered from his illness, and is
now back at work at Tacoma
Hospital.
"Denali Traverse '74" will be
remembered by history for a
daring rescue; it will be
remembered by those who
actually climbed McKinley, like
Mike Reed, as an experience of a
lifetime.

Veterans Administration to

increase allowance checks
Seattle—The Veterans
Administration will do
everything possible to get more
than $330 million in retroactive
allowance checks to
veteran-students at the earliest
possible moment, Irvin D. Noll,
director of the Seattle VA
regional office, said today.
Public Law 93-508, enacted
December 3, provides all
allowance increases retroactive
to September 1, 1974, of 22.7
per cent for most veterans,
wifes, widows and children in
VA training, and 18.2 per cent
for veterans taking vocational
rehabilitation, apprenticeship
and job training.
Noll said it is expected that
the flow of checks in volume
from the Treasury Department
to the U.S. Postal Service will
begin the week of December 15.
"Despite' the heavy volume of
regular Christmas mail, we are
hopeful the vast majority of the
approximately 1.2 million
retroactive checks can be
delivered before the Christams
holidays," Noll added. Checks
that require special computation
at VA regional offices—for
veterans who dropped out of or
completed training during the
retroactive period, had a change

in course load or dependency
status, or are otherwise outside
the regular pattern of
training—will require somewhat
longer for processing and
delivery.
Check amounts will vary
widely because of the different
VA programs involved, and the
differing veteran situations in
regard to dependents, length of
enrollment and extent of the
training workload.
However, a single veteran
who has been going
continuously full-time to college
since last September 1 would
receive $200 in retroactive
allowances, based on the
difference between the former
montly rate of $220 and the
$270 rate specified in the new
law.
Under the same conditions a
veteran with one dependent
(going from $261 to $321 per
month) would receive $240 in
retroactive pay, and a veteran
with two dependents (going
from $298 to $366 per month)
would receive $272.
All of the new rates included
in the new law will be reflected
in regular VA checks issued on
and after. January 1, 1975, Noll
said.
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Mike Reed "just happened to be there" on McKinley.

Faculty Senate initiates
Book Store investigation
The Faculty Senate met last
Monday in Mc 106 for a
particularly uneventful meeting.
Chairman Jim Clifford
announced the Senate's schedule
for the rest of the year. It is the
Senate's intent to have only one
meeting in each January and
Febuary, on the 13th and 17th,
respectively.
The Curriculum Committee
made a very general report to
the faculty present concerning
possible new distribution
requirements. Part of the report
dealt with the possibility of
forming new kinds of classes to
fulfill the requirements, with
emphasis on writing programs
which are not tied to the English
department.
The new ideas presented to
the Senate also included forcing
the student to spread out his
requirementS instead of "getting
them out of the way" in his
freshman and sophomore years
as is presently the procedure
followed.
This would include, possibly,
a seminar-type class at the
senior level in which the student
would try to utilize some of the
knowledge he had learned in his
major field.
The target date for
implementation of the refined
proposal would be in the
1976-1977 school year, leaving
time for the 'bugs' to be worked
out.
The Winterim Committee
then presented its report to the
Senate. It reaffirmed that a
credit earned during Winterim is
a standard unit of credit, but
that it cannot fulfill general
university or major
requirements. The report
reccomended no great changes in
the present policy used for
Winterim.
Senator Ron Van Enkevort
asked to address the Senate on a
subject that ellicited quite a few
approving nods fro the Senators
and several students present:
The Book Store.

Many, if not all, of the
departments of the university
have compiled a great number
of grievances against the Book
Store, Van Enkevort said, and he
believed that the time had
come to bring it out into the
open and see what could be
done. Senator Esther Wagner
also spoke out in favor of the
proposal that a committee be
assigned with the charge to
investigate the Book Store's
processes.
Chairman Clifford was asked
to suggest to the Library
Committee that they be in
charge of the report. A
reccommended date for a report
to be made back to the whole
Senate was tentativly set for the
February meeting.
The professional Standards
Committee was asked by
Senator Tim Hansen for advice
concerning the present policy of
privacy of teacher evaluations.
The English department takes
the view that those evaluations
should be made available to the
teacher being evaluated. Some
other departments believe that
those reports would not be as
frank if the evaluator knew that
his comments would be seen by
the subject.
The Professional Standards
Committee Chairman, Dr. Ernie
Combs, stated in response to
Hansen's inquiry that he felt
that further debate by the
committee would be fruitless.
He reccommended that the
whole faculty discuss the
problem at at regular meeting.
This suggestion will be made to
the faculty meeting
co-ordinator.
Combs brought up the point
that he doubted that if the
decision made by the faculty
went against the English
Department's view, that the
English Department would go
along with it anyway.
The meeting lasted only an
hour, but it laid groundwork for
many meetings in the future.

XING'S KLOSET
DISTINCTIVE MEN'S CLOTHING
1314 East 72 nd Street
Tacoma , Washington 98404
Phone 531 - 3171

Featuring: Day's Slacks, Brentwood Sweaters,
Wrangler Jeans, Career Club Shirts, Pacific
Trail Jackets, Jockey Underwear.
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Inflation hits the student meal ticket- hard
by Albert Hintz
Students, brace yourselves.
Meal tickets are probably going
up $100 next year.
That good news is from Food
Service Director Richard
Grimwood, who has made a
tentative request to the
administration for an increase.
The raise is, of course, in
response to the overall raise in
many, if not most of the foods
the university must purchase. It
means that room and board for a
student living on campus next
school year-will probably cost at
least $1200, or a raise of about
9%.
Grimwood expects a 10-11%
increase in the cost of food next
year. "From my sources, [this
is] what I can expect to pay for
the food. Yes, we're
anticipating. This year's raise
was our first in two years, and it
was almost what you might call
a 'catch-up raise.' "
Grimwood doesn't anticipate
any drastic cutbacks in the
menus offered UPS students,
however. "There haven't been
any cutbacks in that line at all. I

have cut back on how often we
have 'Make Your Own Sundae.'
Because of the cost of sugar,
those toppings have gone up
four or five times, just like sugar.
But outside of that, we still have
our Pepsi-Cola and hot
chocolate."
UPS's kitchens have the same
problems your mother is
probably having right now,
except consider that UPS's
problem is magnified several
hundred times. Grimwood's
refrain sounded similar to that
of a frustrated housewife's as he
related the reasons behind the
zooming world sugar prices.
"All of a sudden between
crop failures, and particularly
the Arab nations going in and
buying their sugar in a
three-month period, when they
usually spread it out over six
months, this drove the price up
sharply."
He related the astronomical
prices he has been paying for the
precious commodity during the
past year. First $12 for a
hundred pounds, now up to $57
and soon to reach $72,
according to his supplier.

Rothschild speaks at
education conference
by Gail Conrod
Mary Rothschild, holding a
Ph.D. in history and teaching
Women's Studies in the Women's
Center here at UPS, recently
participated in a three-day
conference in the East. The
conference, under the theme of
"Toward Non-Sexist Education:
Re-educating a generation of
Teachers," commenced
November 20 at the State
University of New York/College
at Old Westbury.
The speech Rothschild
presented on Nov. 22 during a
general assembly was entitled
"Girls and Boys, Women and
Men: Points Along the Way to a
Non-Sexist History Curriculum."
Her paper elicited many
practical examples on how to
change present teaching methods
without the expense of buying
quantities of new materials.
Rothschild was quite well
received and has since received _
many postcards from people
relating results from using her
methods.
The conference was
sponsored by the College at Old
Westbury where the Feminist
Press is located, the Ford
Foundation, and the Rockefeller
Brother's Foundation. About
400 people from around the
nation attended this
action-oriented conference of
general meetings and group
workshops. There were
representatives from state
education departments, teachers,
administrators, and many others.
These people will form a
network to begin making
changes in certain school
districts in various states on an
experimental basis. The Feminist
Press will be producing
inexpensive phamphlets to be
added to the curriculum.
Rothschild is an advisor to the
production of these
supplementary texts.
To accomplish a second
purpose in her trip to the East,
Mary Rothschild visited Boston
to do research at the Schlesinger
Library, a research library in
women's history. She followed
up details from the October
Berkshire Conference and
researched the Charlotte Perkins

Gilman papers.
Winding up her trip,
Rothschild made contact with
the Girl Scout Headquarters in
New York and received
permission to use their archives.
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She is currently thinking of
doing a study on the
socialization effects of Girl
Scouts on young American girls
and is applying for two grants.
The paper would encompass
three generations in studying the
effects the movement has had on
the self-confidence of young
women and girls. Traditionally,
there has been tension between
two of the Girl Scouting goals
that prepare girls to be
homemakers and at the same
time be independent in the
ability to care for themselves in
the out-of-doors. Mary
Rothschild is interested in this
subject because of the small
amount of research being done
on the socialization effects on
children and girls in particular.
Presently, Rothschild is
finishing a manuscript
tentatively titled "Black and
White Together: Northern
Volunteers and the Freedom
Summers 1964-65." It contains
her dissertation plus a couple of
added chapters. Hopefully, the
manuscript will be ready to be
sent off to the publishers by
June, and, if accepted, be
published this summer.
Rothschild will be
conducting a Winterim course
entitled "Women's Liberation
and Introduction to the
Sisterhood." It is full but she will
consider overloads. The course
meets Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday. The films from the
course will be reshown each day
an 12 and 7 in the Women's
Center for anyone who is
interested.
Those interested in joining
the Feminist Student Union or
helping them with their projects
are welcome. On Monday, Jan.
13 at noon in the Women's
Center, a Women's Studies
Advisroy Council Meeting will
be held. Staff, faculty, and
students are invited to attend.

In Grimwood's words,
"there's some price gouging."
He explained how the sugar
companies got away with it.
"According to antitrust laws,
they can't get together and agree
on a sugar price, but they can go
ahead through news releases, and
do the same thing, you see, and
they still haven't violated the
antitrust laws, because there
hasn't been any personal
meeting and agreement." He
cited as an example that one
company announced it was

increasing its price $11 a
hundred. Another company.
announced a $6 a hundred
increase and the first company
lowered its price to match that
of its competitor.,
Some foods have actually
come down in price over the
past year, surprisingly enough.
According to Grimwood, beef,
broiling chickens, coffee, butter
and rice all do not cost him as
much now as they did a year
ago.
Unfortunately, though, a lot
of price increases make up for

the bright side; more than make
up for it. Cocoa is up 150%,
flour is up 251%, soybean oil is
up 113%, the list of bad news
goes on almost forever.
In addition, Grimwood says,
"It's doubtful if we'll have
enough soybeans to finish the
year. There probably will be no
carry over from this year to next
year."
1974 has been hurting
Richard Grimwood as much or
more than any other American
consumer. For Grimwood, it
only hurts when he laughs.

UPS is recipient of $8,5000 grant
UPSNB—The University of
Puget Sound has been awarded
an $8,500 grant from the Univar
Foundation to sponsor a Festival
of Performing Arts at the Seattle
Center in the spring of 1976, as
an official participant in the
nation's bicentennial
celebration.
UPS President Philip M.
Phibbs called the grant "one of
the most thoughtful gifts I have
experienced during my career in
education."
"Not only will the public
enjoy quality performances of
drama, art and music," he
added, "but our students will
gain invaluable experience in

preparation and actual
performance."
James H. Wiborg, Univar
president called the Festival "an
outstanding opportunity for
UPS to share with the public a
wide spectrum of tremendous
talent inherent in a quality
institution."
Preliminary plans include the
appointment of a University
Festival of Arts coordinating
committee, responsible for
preparation and development of
festival activities. Tentatively
scheduled performances and
events for the springtime festival
include:
—various musical groups, such

as the international! travelled
UPS Adelphian Concert Choir;
Leroy Ostransky,
composer-in-residence and a
faculty member in the UPS
School of Music (recently
commissioned by the
Washington State Bicentennial
Commission to compose a
bicentennialcomposition for
symphony and choir);
—a drama production by the
UPS Inside Theatre;
—a gallery showing of student
and faculty works from the UPS
art department.
Phibbs indicated that a series
of other events will be added
and announced at a later date.

Basic Educational grants still available
Over one million students
have applied for the Federal
Government's Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants so far this
year, and it is still not too late to
apply.
First or second year students
can get between $50 and $1,050
to help with educational
expenses. Basic Grants provide
eligible students with a "floor"
of financial aid which can be
used at any one of over 5,000
eligible colleges, junior colleges,
vocational or technical schools,
career academies, or hospital
schools of nursing. It costs
nothing to apply for Basic
Grants, .and they never have to
be paid back.
Before applying for a Basic
Grant, students must meet three
important criteria:
—Be enrolled full time at an
eligible institution of
postsecondary education;
Be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident;
Be enrolled
in
postsecondary school after April
1, 1973.

Eligibility for Basic Grants is
determined by a formula which
measures financial need. This
formula, applied uniformly to all
applicants, takes into account
such factors as family income
and assets, family size, number
of family members in
postsecondary school, and social
security and veterans' special
educational benefits.
To apply for a Basic Grant,
students must fill out an
"Application for Determination
of Basic Grant Eligibility."
These applications are available
from the school's financial aid
officer, or by writing Basic
Grants, Box 1842, Washington,
D.C. 20028. Even if a student

has applied for other financial
aid, he or she must fill out a
separate application for a
Basic Grant. Four to six weeks
after submitting an application,
you will receive a "Student
Eligibility Report" which
notifies you of your eligibility.
The amount of the grant
depends on financial need and
the cost of the school which you
are attending. The student must
take this report to the financial
aid officer to find out the
amount of the award.
Ask the financial aid officer
now about Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants. They could
provide a foundation to build
on.

ELYSIUM BOUTIQUE NOW AT
TACOMA'S OLD CITY HALL
625 Commerce

2nd Floor

Ph. 572-4926

JUNIOR FASHIONS AND ACCESSORIES
Featuring makeup by Mary Quant
FREE MARY QUANT T—SHIRT WITH $10
MAKE—UP PURCHASE

Attention
skiiers!!
Are you interested in skiing
the four Wednesday afternoons
and evenings during Winterim? A
chartered bus will leave the SUB
at 1 p.m. each Wednesday and
return from the ski slopes after
the 10 p.m. closing.
Transportation for the four
Wednesdays will cost $16; we
must have 40 people for the bus
to go. Deadline for sign up in the
UPS Housing Office, 108
Howarth is December 17.

PIER 70

6Z2-55%

UM BOUTIQUE

Chancey sez:
C'mon in to my newest store in Parkland or Downtown Tacoma for the neat array of
sensible clothing at functional prices!
is yours for just $ 4.00 (a 20% saving)

A Holiday Gift certificate worth $5.00
Good on anything in either store

PANTS — SHIRTS — BOOTS — SHOES — HATS — BELTS — SCARVES JACKETS — SMILES!!
Happy Holidays
Chancey 's

918 Broadway Plaza- Downtown
11312 Pacific Ave. So.- Parkland
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WE PAY CASH
FOR
YOUR BOOKS
DURING FINALS WEEK
Dec. 16 —19

9a.m. 4p.m.

What we can pay for your books .. .
is determined by the demand for that book.
1—You always will get
50% of the original price
you paid for the book for
any titles on which we

have definite orders for
future semesters.
2—"Some are winners,
some are losers." Books

that will not be used in
the future semester must
be b ought at prices
established in our
national wholesale
catalogue. These prices
average about 25% of the
new price.

3—Books can be
purchased as long as they
are in adequate condition
to resell..
4—Many books are
"priceless" to you, but
are worth a specific price
to book dealers. We

encourage you to retain
your books if you will
ever have a future need
for them.
5—Most books go out of
style or are revised within
two years of their
copyright date. To get

the most money for
them, you should sell
them as soon as you have
finished your courses.
6—A fact—one tree used
for every 50 books put
into print—recycle your
books!

UPS BOOKSTOR E
SAVE A TREE--RECYCLE YOUR BOOKS

SIX
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Student Court takes
care of problems

Pictured are the members of the newly organized Alpha Psi Omega fraternity.

New drama honorary started
Senior members of the Inside
Theatre have been recognized as
charter members of the Alpha
Psi Omega national dramatic
society and have organized a
chapter on the UPS campus. The
purpose of the fraternity is to
establish an honor society for
those doing a high standard of
work in dramatics and, provide a
wider fellowship for those

Winterim
During January, students
from the University of Puget
Sound will be found trudging
the beaches of Hawaii, trekking
through museums in Thailand
and engaged in discussions with
French-Canadian political
leaders in Quebec.
They will all be involved in
the innovative Winterim
program, adopted by the
university in 1970 as a part of
the "4-1-4" calendar plan. This
year, students will participate in
more than 120 courses on
campus and abroad offered
during the one-month term.
Highlighting Winterim '75 are
eight travel study programs and
a variety of interdisciplinary
course studies focusing on
central themes.
One group of students will
spend five weeks traveling
throughout India investigating
its culture; others plan a trip to
Egypt for a review of politics
with diplomats, professors and
journalists. While some students
recite Shakespeare to local high
school audiences in
"Shakespeare on the Road,"
their colleagues will be on the
road in Thailand and Nepal
examining lifestyles in "A Tale
of Two Cultures."
Course options are
conventional and highly
unconventional, but all offer a
great opportunity for academic
independence and flexibility
within the university curriculum.
An in-depth study of
zymology, the science of
fermentation, will occupy the
time of some students on the

interested in college theatre.
The Alpha Psi Omega
fraternity will hopefully be in
complete charge of the student
directed one-acts, which will be
presented this spring.
Newly elected officers are:
President, Roberta Blair,
Vice-President, Katie Johnson
and Secretary-treasurer, Claudia
Morelan. Other members

NI on campus and elsewhere
main campus; other science
students plan to examine marine
plants and animals "in
residence" at the University of
Hawaii and on the sandy beaches
of Maui.
Dishonesty, corruption and a
dauntless pursuit of profit will
be discussed by nationally noted
spokesmen from across the
country in the university's
"Ethics in Administration"
course. Speakers confirmed to
date include John McGraw,
chairman of the board,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.;
Norton Clapp, chairman of the
board, the Weyerhaeuser Co.;
Walter Bush, president of the
Minnesota Northstars hockey
team; Washington Governor
Daniel J. Evans; Sidney Hook,
Stanford University professor
and noted spokesman on
philosophy and ethics; and John
Mills, president, Royal Hawaiian
Perfumes.
The Midwinter Festival of
Arts cluster will feature students
and faculty in a mini-season of
theatre and art shows. Jazz,
opera and chamber music
performances and gallery
exhibits are scheduled
throughout the month.
Programs in and around
Tacoma will include
observations of innovative public
school programs, classes in
courts in action and lawmakers
and the legislative process, as
well as a special children's
theatre Winterim where UPS
students present puppet theatre
to hundreds of local young
people in Pierce County.

Holiday season opens
with a Christmas ceremony
The holiday season opened
here on campus at the annual
candlelighting ceremony held
last Thursday evening.
Students joined together on
the steps of Jones Hall and
celebrated the Christmas season
with the lighting of candles,
Christmas carols, and the
lighting of the lights on the fir
trees.
Dr. Phibbs spoke to the
gathering on the meaning of
hope within our society. As the
candle was passed, he led the
group in "Silent Night."
Christmas was celebrated
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include: Dianne Winslow, Cheri
Cozort, Gary Richardson, Ken
Waln, Steve Caldwell, Kelly
Boyle, and George Knight.
Honorary administrative
members include: Prof. J.
Raymond Berry, Prof. Thomas
Somerville, Dr. Richard Tutor,
and Prof. Jerry Allen

again last night at the annual
Christmas banquet. The student
body gathered in the Great Hall
in anticipation of a special
evening.
Dinner was served by
candlelight and the waiters of
Smith H all. The evening's
festivities included the Todd
Hall "choir," Jim Brown's
"chestnuts" and, of course,
Santa Claus.
Both the candle ceremony
and the banquet were planned
and financed by the UPS Spurs,
who just wanted to give
Christmas a special meaning
during these busy days.

One handle of UPS student
government that has ' received
little publicity and is relatively
unheard of by the body politic,
is the Student Court. It is
composed of eight student
members who are appointed to
this non-paying position by the
ASB president. They serve terms
which last as long as they remain
full time undergraduates at the
university.
Presently, the five voting
members are Mike Goldfein,
Dave Olsgard, Greg Beardsly,
Danya Johnson and Jim Parsons.
Non-voting members include
Gregg. Dohrn, Leah Jacob and
Sally Wood. Faculty advisor Dr.
Jandalai and Dean of Students
Del Weston are also voting
members of the court. Legal
advice is provided by attorney
Boyce Cunnington.
The Student Court is
sanctioned by the ASB in the
Constitution and by the Board
of Trustees in the Student Code
of Conduct. Primarily the court
functions as a judicial body for
all campus disciplinary matters.
They deal with anything that
may prevent the univerOty from
functioning. It also serves as a
review board for cases that the
Student Senate cannot solve,
and reserves the power to decide
upon constitutional issues.
Chairman Mike Goldfein
stressed that the court is not
composed of " a bunch of
people who know all and see
all." Rather, he depicts them as

a group of peers sitting as a
hearing body to decide conflicts.
"Hopefully", he said, "our
values will be close enough so
that we can relate to problems."
There are two categories of
student violations defined in the
Student Code of Conduct, which
are relative to the function of
the court. First there is Student
Misconduct This includes
disiplinary problems between
individuals within living groups.
These issues are handled by the
Resident Assistants or the living
group governing body. For
example, problems within a
sorority are handled by its
officers or by the Panahellenic
Council. There is a structure
already provided for living
groups to take care of Student
Misconduct. When violations
occur between two dorms, or
between an individual and the
ASB, they are labeled as Serious
Student Misconduct and are
referred to the Student Court.
So far, the court has heard
two cases this year involving
students. Goldfein encourages all
students to utilize this body. If a
conflict arises, make an
appointment to see Del Weston,
and together they will decide
who is the applicable hearing
body. "We're not trying to
dredge up problems", said
Go ldfein. "We are working
under the premise that it is
better for problems that
originate within the university
community to be taken care of
here."

Possibilities for creativity are
virtually limitless, according to
Darrell Reeck, assistant dean of
the university and director of
the Winterim program, with the
additional option of
independent study, which allows
students to design their own
courses of study under faculty
supervision.
Student registration for
Winterim is in progress;
interested persons from the
community may sign up for
courses December 9-13. Further
information may be obtained
through the Office of the
Registrar.

New fridge
rental policy
For all you snack lovers
hoping to rent a refrigerator this
Winterim and spring semester,
the line will form Tuesday, Jan.
7,.at 3 p.m., outside the ASB
offices in the SUB. The
refrigerators are to be rented on
a first come first served basis to
the first 50 people in line with a
:S21 deposit. The ASB is using
this inethod for rental to
eliminate the hassle a waiting list
creates when trying to get hold
o tih0Sf. signed up.
The ASB doesn't make much
profit from the $21 refrigerator
rent fee. New, each one costs
around $70. After two years, the
refrigerators pay for themselves
and 'their upkeep. They are
usually sold when the warranty
runs out after three years and
new ones must be bought unless
it is decided to keep renting the
old ones. Money taken in from
rentals, then, is'usuaily paid out
again to buy new refrigerators or
repair•damaged ones.

4699pine4.4 la.

Pictured is Mike Goldfein, chairman of the
Student Court.

Your speech
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'Black Comedy' is a gratifying success
by Alan Smith
Despite the unfinished term
papers and unsettling
forebodings of finals weeks,
students turned out in sufficient
numbers to help make the Inside
Theatre's Saturday night
presentation of "Black Comedy"
a gratifying success.
"Black Comedy," a one-act
farce by Peter Shaffer, takes
place in the apartment of a
promising, but undiscovered,
sculptor in South Kensington,
London. The sculptor, Brindsley
Miller (Doug Newell) and his
fiancee, Carol Melkett (Ingrid
Anderson) are anxiously
awaiting the visit of Carol's
father, a retired Colonel (Gary
Richardson), who wants to make
bloody sure that any son-in-law
of his can well provide for his
"dumpling" daughter.
Also on his way to the
apartment is George Bamberger
(Steve Caldwell), the richest man
in the world and patron of the
arts, who has arranged to look at
Miller's work.
In order to make a favorable
impression on their guests, the
young couple have borrowed the
expensive antique furnishings of
their gay neighbor, Harold
Gorringe (Chuck Richardson),
while he is away on a short trip.
The play opens in total
darkness. Brindsley and Carol
are anxiously anticipating the
arrival of their guests. Their
nerves are on edge and Brindsley
is certain the evening is going to
be a disaster.
Suddenly, the apartment
lights go out; that is, the
houselights come on and the
audience sees the players for the
first time, stunned and probing
the imaginary darkness with
their useless eyes.
The rest of the play presents
a continuous scene of
progressively more hopeless
bumbling about in the dark,
misunderstandings, and mistaken
identities. Miss Furnival (Dianne
Winslow) arrives while Brindsley
is searching for matches or a
candle. She is a spinsterly
neighbor, who is afraid of the
dark, never drinks, and has a
headful of quotes handed down
to her by her not very original
father.

Dance theatre
performs Jan.13
Famed director Alwin
Nikolais brings his New York
City-based dance theatre to the
Opera House for a performance
Monday, Jan. 13. The
performance—presented here by
Seattle Performing Arts in
cooperation with Northwest
Releasing—begins at 8:30 p.m.
A revolutionary artist on the
American dance scene, Nikolais
manipulates dancers, intricate
lighting and electronic sound to
create a "multimedia theatre."
Hailed the world over for his
fascinating innovations, Nikolais
was called "the greatest pure
showman in American theatre"
by the New York Times' Clive
Barnes.
Since its neighborhood
beginnings 25 years ago, the
Nikolais Dance Theatre has
grown to reach international
audiences. In addition to
domestic tours, the company has
made six foreign tours under the
sponsorship of the U.S.
Department of State, performing
in Europe, Asia, Africa and
South America.
Tickets for the performance
are available at the Bon Marche
and surburban outlets.

Next the Colonel arrives. He
is in a huff about Brindsley's
lack of preparation and
efficiency. And he has the
well-trained officer's knack for
getting immediately to the heart
of the trouble: the problem, he
observes, is darkness; the
obvious solution is light!
To make matters worse,
Harold returns unexpectedly and
must be kept from noticing the
stolen furniture. And, of course,
Brindsley's old girlfriend, Clea
(Roberta Blair), has to drop by,
and she must be kept from being
noticed by Carol.
There have been attempts to
interpret this play as exploring
the "absurdity of the human
body diminished to an inept
instrument by the absence of
what we take for granted as a
natural environmental element."
Actually, that is a bit
far-fetched. This play is simply a
farce; it can make you laugh but
it has little claim to
metaphysical truth or social
"relevance." The moral
philosopher would have to reject
the playwright's stereotyped
portrayals of the gay neighbor,
the spinster, the Colonel's
daughter, and even perhaps the
Colonel himself.
This is also a play whose
success or failure is to a large
extent determined in the first
twenty minutes. If the players
come on too strong at first, as I
understand they did in the first
two performances, then they
will not be able to sustain
interest and the audience will
stop laughing before the end of
the play.
But Saturday's show was very
successful, although I have it on
the stage manager's authority
that the leading actor was a little
unnerved by the audience's
failure to react during the first
scene.
In farces of this type, the lead
roles are generally less
captivating than the less
important, more eccentric roles.
Even so, I did not lose interest in
the acting of Doug Newell,
whose acrobatics caused me to
catch my breath more than
once.
Ingrid Anderson was well cast
as Brindsley's fiancee, but the
part really did not give her much

to work with. The role proceeds
too swiftly and is often upstaged
by minor characters. Also, the
lines assigned to Carol Melkett
are less imaginative than those of
other characters. This part could
easily stand re-writing.
Gary Richardson rendered a
humorous and consistent
portrayal of the retired Colonel.
There are some great routines
with his cane.
Chuck Richardson (no,
relation that I know of), as the
gay neighbor, was especially
delightful. This is excellent
acting in a freshman new to the
UPS stage; his jig on the
floor-pillow is not to be missed.
Roberta Blair, as Clea, is an
interesting character because she
is the one who eventually begins
to unravel the threads of intrigue
and to help others in the play
see the light, as it were. A bitch,
as Brindsley mutters under his
breath—but one you will enjoy.
My favorite, Bob Martin, was
very good as the repairman from
London Electric. The
repairman's appreciation of good
art is heart-warming, and his
announcement that the lights are
finally ready to go back on
surpasses even Genesis for
sublimity.
Dianne Winslow, as Miss
Furnival, was able to exhaust all
the uproarious possibilities of
her role without over-acting or
sacrificing consistency. Her
facial expressions were brilliant,
she was physically at ease on
stage, and she dropped her
one-liners with an aplomb that
was deserving of all the laughter
it helped evoke. Winslow has
time and again proved herself a
very capable actress.
"Black Comedy" was
directed by Thomas Somerville.
Costumes and setting were by
Jerry Allen, sound by Ray
Kennedy, and lighting (and
darkness) by Kelly Boyle.

Last weekend, Friday-at-Nine
presented Mr. B's Revue, in the
SUB Lounge. The group played
some rock and blues, but their
specialty was jazz. Actually,
they played some really good
jazz, and the audience was
pleased with what they heard.
Inspired by the fine vocal of
Jamie Holland, the other
members of the band rendered
interesting improvisations on
their instruments, giving the
group a tight sound. Audie
Bridges played guitar, Mike

With the setting of a
repertoire now taking place for
performing activities planned for
early in the new year, Pacific
Northwest Dance announces
auditions for advanced ballet
dancers to handle the expanded
schedule of activities. These
auditions will be held at 10 a.m.
on each Saturday in December
at the Pacific Northwest Dance
studio at the Home of the Good
Shepherd, 4649 Sunnyside
North, Seattle.
Those ballet dancers accepted
will be placed in the Scholarship
or Apprentice classes of Pacific
Northwest Dance's professional
development program.
Part of the performing
activities include appearances by
Pacific Northwest Dancers in the
Seattle ' Opera production of

The most controversial,
revolutionary, and debated idea
in education today is the subject
of Career Education: A Proposal
for Reform by Sidney P.
Marland, Jr. (McGraw-Hill,
$7.95).
The author, a former
commissioner of education and
assistant secretary of education
and now president of the College
Entrance Examination Board,
points out that this new force in
learning theory and practice
shifts the emphasis of. America's
schools from learning for
learning's sake to preparing
students in practical—as well as
academic—ways for a useful,
productive, and self-fulfilling life
style of their choice.
The first book on the subject
for general readers, Career
Education discusses the ways in
which career education seeks to
make schooling more relevant
for children, young people, and

"Manon" in March. This
segment will be a true classical
ballet piece, serving as the focal
point of Scene 1 of Act III in
the opera. Dancers appearing in
"Manon" will be paid for their
performances.
Ballet instruction and
equipment is supplied to
apprentice students; scholarship
students receive free lessons.
Ballet mistress of Pacific
Northwest Dance is Janet Reed,
former ballet mistress of New
York City Ballet. Past guest
teachers include Lew
Christensen, artistic director of
San Francisco Ballet, John
McFall, soloist with San
Francisco Ballet, and Kay Mazzo
of New York City Ballet.
Of
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You got a letter
from home and
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You owe yourself an Oly.
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adults. It describes the system's
current impact on schools,
colleges, vocational institutes,
and businesses, and explores its
potential for revitalizing the
nation's learning curricula.
Dr. Marland also examines
the pros and cons of career
education, and responds to its
critics and detractors. While
there have been passing thrusts
at other concepts of educational
change over the past half
century, he notes, none has so
captured the support of parents,
teachers, school and university
leaders, school boards, business
and industry.
Dr. Marland objects to the
title "father of career
education" which is commonly
associated with his name, for the
concept, he says has had many
fathers and mothers: in fact, it
has been waiting in the wings for
generations, he declares, and he
has only been a "mid-husband"
to its ,levelocoment.

Free ear-piercing with ear ringpurchase

Accutron Bulova Caravelle Elgin Hamilton Le Jour Seiko Wyler
HOURS: 10 - 6 Man. - Sat.

Canfield bass, Phil Hanson
drums, Casey Wamble organ, and
Ray Downey played saxophone.
After drifting around the area
and playing at lot at Court C in
Tacoma, the band is now playing
to a dance crowd in a cocktail
lounge near Sea-Tac Airport.
They expressed the joy they had
being able to play to a listening
audience again. However, they
may make a return appearance
here on campus during Winterim
at a boogie, as their music does
lend itself to dancing.

Dr. Marland examines
career education concept

PND announces audition
for advanced ballets

rEamonds
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Abbot to direct 'Life with Father'
Seattle—One of the American
Theatre's most dynamic forces,
Mr. George Abbott, is director
of "Life With Father," the
delightful turn-of-the-century
comedy staged by the Seattle
Repertory Theatre and slated to
open December 11 at the Seattle
Center Playhouse. The play will
run for 24 performances through
January 2.
This marks the first time that
Abbott has directed a
production in a regional theatre.
During a distinguished career
that has earned him the title
"Dean of Broadway," he has
been responsible for an average
of two New York productions
per season over the past forty
years. including such memorable
shows as "Best Foot Forward,"
"The Boys From Syracuse,"
"Three Men on a Horse," "High
Button Shoes," "On Your
Toes," "The Pajama Game,"
"Damn Yankees" and
"Fiorello," for which he shared
a Pulitzer Prize.
SRT's Artistic Director
Duncan Ross comments that
"Mr. Abbott's creative genius
has given audiences more truly
great moments on stage than
anyone else in this country's
theatrical history. 'Life With
Father' is a great American play
which exactly fits Mr. Abbott's
own inimitable style."
Based on a series of sketches
by Clarence Day, Jr., the play
was crafted by Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse and first
opened on Broadway in 1939
with Howard Lindsay in the title
role. Enormously popular, the
play ran for a record-breaking
3,224 performances.
The phenomenal success of
"Life With Father" is attributed
in part to the fact that its lively
comedy and nostalgic
recollections of American family
life are wholesome fare for all
ages.
Commenting about the play,
George Abbott has said, "You
are going to like these people as
people and not just as
characters. It's the story of all
American marriages. You
women are really the boss."
Biff McGuire returns for his
second season at the Rep in the
title role of Father, the

blustering tyrant whose bark is
worse than his bite. McGuire will
be remembered for his
outstanding work in last season's
"That Championship Season."
"A Family and A Fortune," and
as the indomitable Mr. Antrobus
in "The Skin of Our Teeth."
Mrs. Day, Vinnie, who
quietly wins all the battles, will
be played by Mr. McGuire's
real-life wife, Jeannie Carson,
recently seen as Queen Gertrude
in this season's production of
"Hamlet."
Clarence, the oldest of the
red-headed Day sons, will be
played by Gerald Burgess and
John, his mischievous younger
brother, will be portrayed by
Jim Etue. Whitney and Harlan,
the youngest Day sons, will be
played by Deke Lundquist and
Brady Smith. The three juvenile
roles were cast last October
when Mr. Abbott made a special
trip to Seattle to audition
dozens of local youngsters.
C.K. Alexander, special guest
of the company, will make his

first appearance at the Rep in
the role of the Reverend Dr.
Lloyd. Cousin Cora, a pesky
relative, will be played by
Repertory newcomer Judith
Drake, while Jan Devereaux,
another newcomer, will portray
Mary Skinner, Clarence's
fiancee.
Other roles will be played by
Gardner Hayes as Dr. Somers,
William Preston as Dr.
Humphreys, Leah Sluis as
Margaret, Jo Leffingwell as
Annie, Marie Truty as Delia,
Laurie Pilloud as Nora and
Maureen Hawkins as Maggie.
John Wright Stevens is
designer of the handsomely
authentic 1880's set and Lewis
D. Rampino has created the
elegant costumes. Creative
lighting effects are by Steven A.
Maze.
In addition to the 24
regularly scheduled
performances, approximately
1600 college and high school
students will attend the sold-out
Student Previews.

Episcopal Church presents
third Evensong concert
Two musical events will be
presented this month at Christ
Episcopal Church. On Sunday,
December 15th at 8 p.m., the
third in a monthly series of
benefit Evensong concerts will
feature the vocal quartet of St.
Francis Cabrini Roman Catholic
Church, who will present
"Weinachtsgeschichte" (
The
Christmas Story ) by Hugo
Distler.
The quartet is directed by
Larry Vote and accompanied by
organist Rodney Gehrke. The
service of Choreal Emensong will
precede the musical
presentation, for which there is
no charge. The monthly concerts
are arranged by David Dahl,
organist and choirmaster.
On Saturday December 21,
the Heritage Family Theatre of
Seattle will make their only
Tacoma appearance at Christ
Church at 8 p.m. Stage in the
style of the high Renaissance,
.

'Reality and Deception"
exhibited at Volunteer Park
"Reality and Deception," the
first major West Coast exhibition
of illusionistic still life and
trd'Inpe-l'oeil (fool-the-eye)
paintings, opened at the Seattle
Art Museum, Volunteer Park,
Wednesday, Dec. 4. It will
continue on view through
January 12, 1975. Made possible
through the National
Endowment for the Arts, the
California Arts Commission, and
the University of Southern
California Fine Arts Council
supporting grants, the exhibition
was organized by Donald J.
Brewer, director, University
Galleries, University of Southern
California, with assistance from
Alfred Frankenstein, San
Francisco Examiner art critic.
Containing over eighty
paintings, it is a special
opportunity for viewers to see
examples of both European and
American still life painting, a
rarity in this country, and
introduces work by many
little-known artists. The highly
realistic and illusionistic
paintings span the 17th through
19th centuries. Works by Italian,

...."....e„:

Dutch, Spanish, French,
Flemish, Austrian, German,
English and American artists are
represented. Most works are
from West Coast collections,
particularly Southern California.
Subject matter includes
flower pieces, fruit, cupboards,
table settings, fish and fowl,
musical instruments and
more ... "a panorama of still
life painting in the Dutch sense
of the word: a painting of things
incapable of moving—motionless
things." Highlights are Giuseppe
Arcimboldo's "Allegorical
Portrait of Summer," 1572;
Pieter Claesz's "Still Life," 17th
century; William Harnett's
"Munich Still Life," 1882; and
John F. Peto's "The Artist's
Signboard," 1904. Paintings of
still life objects in space, versus
those paintings clearly intended
to deceive the eye make an
informative contrast. An
illustrated catalogue with
introduction by Alfred
Frankenstein and foreword by
Donald Brewster accompanies
the exhibition. Admission is free
to the public.

the production of Heinrich
Schutz', "Christmas Story", will
feature early instruments of the
period, children's voices and an
array of fine singers and dancers.
The director is J. Willian
Clarke, diector of music at the
University Presbyterian Church
in Seattle and formerly assistatn
conductor to the school of music
at the Universtiy of Washington.
Assisting are Ralph Rosibum of
the Opera Faculty at the
University of Washington,and
William Earl, formerly of New
York and soloist throughout
Europe.
Research for the
production was assisted by
Angene Feves of the Renaissance
Reconstruction in Walnut Creed
and Randy McCardy of St.
Marks Cathedral who brings his
extensive collection of early
musical instruments to the
production.
The Heritage Family Theatre
includes thirty minstrels and
dancers who have been working
together since 1970, producing
family theatre in schools,
churches and recreation centers
around the state.
This Christmas production is
being presented in six west coast
cities this month. A contribution
of $2.00 is asked.

HELENE'S GIFTS
"for something special"

ampus Films Presents:

The Strange
Vengeance of Rosalie
by John Black
On Friday, Dec. 13, and Saturday, Dec. 14, Campus Films is
presenting the 1972 drama "The Strange Vengeance of Rosalie." It
starts at 6 & 8:30 p.m. in Mc006.
"The Strange Vengeance of Rosalie" remains one of 1972's
most unusal offerings. It is a love story tinged by bizarre occurances.
Rosalie is a fifteen year old half-breed Indian woman who
lives in the deserts of New Mexico. When a blonde man named Virgil
encounters her, she maneuvers to force him to remain with her.
Her "methods" include breaking his leg while the young man
is asleep. He is appalled, but her soulful brown eyes convince Virgil
that she is acting from loneliness, not cruelty.
Rosalie's confusion about love and sexuality forms part of
the film's focus. Regarding lovemaking, Rosalie remembers aman who
physically hurt her. She states "If anyone ever tries to 'love' me again,
I'll kill him." Then she peacefully lays her head against Virgil's chest.
The two people eventually develop a genuine relationship.
But a motorcycle hoodlum named Frye, who is responsible for
Rosalie's distaste concerning sexual intercourse, eventually comes
between them.
"The Strange Vengeance of Rosalie" features a brilliant
acting performance by Bonnie Bedelia. In actuality a twenty-six year
old Caucasian, Bedelia gives credibility to the role of the young
half-breed. •
She employs mannerisms such as childish pouts and volatile
tones of voice inflection to portray a woman who has grown up apart
from other people. Her piercing eyes suggest a subtle but intense
capacity for emotional involvement.
Bonnie Bedelia's enactment of Rosalie is one of the most
fully realized portrayals of a woman produced in the 1970's. Rosalie
is both immature and forcefully complex. Her actions are as
unpredictable as her emotions.
"The Strange Vengeance of Rosalie" depends on technical
aspects which are average in quality. It is the screenplay and the acting
by Bonnie Bedelia which make the film worthwhile. Almost
unknown, the picture is both thought-provoking and haunting. This
showing at UPS is a rare chance to see a film which has been almost
completely ignored by the Hollywood bureaucrats.
On Tuesday, Dec. 17, Campus Films will present the Italian
1954 classic drama "La Strada." It will be shown once only, beginning
at 7 p.m. in Mc006.
"La Strada" is the first effort by Federico Fellini to win
international acclaim. It details the tragic relationship between a
strongman played by Anthony Quinn and a pathetic simple-minded
waif enacted by Giulietta Masina.
"La Strada" is concerned with the poor man's struggle
through life, and is filled with naturalistic observations. Fellini
employs varying degrees of surrealism, expressionism and naturalism
to suggest spiritual development.
Fellini's real-life wife, Giulietta Masina, is the most striking
element of the film. Her sad, puffy clownlike face and her
Chaplinesque expressions and gestures make her a perfect underdog.
"La Strada" is not very cheerful, but it is a moving
experience for discerning intellectuals.
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Loggers Crush Broncos, Nipped by Vikings
by Matt McCully

Curt "Peak" Peterson stretches for a logger
rebound.

DAFFODDIL CLASSIC
OPENS TONIGHT
The Ninth Annual Daffodil
Classic basketball tournament
opens tonight at 7 p.m. in the
UPS Memorial Fieldhouse,
pitting . the University of
California (Irvine) Anteaters
against the Simon Fraser
Clansmen. This game will be
followed by a 9 p.m. rematch
between the Vandals of the
University of Idaho and the host
of the tournament, the
University of Puget . Sound
Loggers.
Records on the part of all
four teams have been impressive
so. far this season. As of Monday
of this week the combined
record of the schools stood at 16
wins and just 6 defeats. Idaho is
the only unbeaten team still
remaining of the four, sporting a
2-0 record, one of the wins
coming over the Loggers. Simon
Fraser already has 12 games
under their. Canadian belts,
winning 8 and losing only 4.
Both Irvine and Puget Sound.
'post 3-1 records (pending the
Loggers Tuesday night battle
with the Western Washington
State Vikings).
Tonight's 9 pm. encounter
between the Loggers and the
Vandals, will involve a bit of
revenge-seeking by the green &
gold. Idaho knocked off the
Loggers on November 30th in
"spud country," handling the
Tacomans their first and only
loss of fhe '1974-75 basketball
season thus far.
The Loggers fought back
from an 8-point deficit, mostly
on the scoring of Curt Peterson,
cutting the Vandal lead to 75-74
with under 'a minute to go. The
Loggers could not manage to
overcome the deficit, however,
and wound up losing 79-76.
Tonight's winners will meet
tomorrow night at 9 for the
Daffodil Championship, while
the Iosers will < meet in the
Consolation Game at 7.
California schools have
claimed the Daffodil Title the
past 3 years, with Fresno State
taking home top honors in last
year's tournament. The
tournament began in 1966 with
Pacific Lutheransmashing
'Central State of Ohio for the
first crown. UPS knocked off
the. Lutes the next year for the
Daffodil's high prize. ar. d then
proceeded to win all the marbles
in each of the next three
Classics, also. Los Angeles State
stripped the Loggers of their
title in the 1971' championship
game; followed by a Long Beach
State romp, in the '72 Classic,
and then Fresno State's Classic
triumph' last year over Western
Washington State College.
.
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Fred Cain, 6-7 Logger
forward and second leading
scorer on this year's squad, was
voted to last year's
All-Tournament team, by all
sports writers and sportscasters
covering the Classic. Cain
bombed in. 20 points in the
opener against WWSC, and
hauled down a game high 9
rebounds, and then pumped in
28 points in the consolation
game against Portland State the
next night.
The Daffodil Classic has
involved some very high caliber
basketball players, some of
which include: "Easy" Ed
Ratleff, All-American at Long
Beach State, now playing with
the Houston Rockets of the
NBA; John Smith of UPS,
leading scorer for the Harlem
Globetrotters; Leonord Gray,
now a regular with the Seattle
Supersonics; Charles Lowry of
UPS and formerly of the
Milwaukee Bucks; Roscoe
Pondexter from Long Beach
State, now with the Utah Stars
of the ABA; the list goes on.
This year's classic promises to
provide a lot of even
competition, with the Loggers,
Idaho, and Irivine being cast into
the roles of tri-favorites, but
certainly not by an
overwhelming margin over the
Clansmen from Burnaby.
Attendance at the Daffodil
Classic has been traditionally
solid, and another big crowd is
expected for this year's
tournament, one which could
prove to be 'one of the finest
tournaments in Daffodil history.

.

Tommy Williams played a
great game, hitting 8 of 12 shots
and 2 of 2 free throws for 18
points, and added some
excellent defense and ball
handling.
Noble Johnson is back.
After missing the first 3 games
with the flu,Noble returned to
action hitting on both of his
field goal attempts and added 7
assists.
Anthony "A. T." Brown,
truly the crowd's favorite, made
a fantastic tip-in at the final
buzzer.
The Loggers played all
around solid basketball that
night. They outrebounded the
Broncos by 10 boards, shot51%
from the field and78% from the
free throw line, and hit the open
man consistently the whole
night.
The going was not quite as
easy in Bellingham Tuesday
night, however, as the Vikings,
who are always noted for their
tough defense, came up with an
excellent display of just that, in
the Viking's76-75 overtime
victory over the Loggers.
UPS broke away from a
35-35 halftime deadlock early in
the 3rd period, and held the lead
the entire half until the last few
minutes. The lead got up to as
much as 9 points, before Viking

Basketball, as does anything,
has its ups and downs. Just ask
the UPS Logger Varsity
Basketball team.
Last Saturday against the
Boise State Broncos, every time
that the Loggers cast that little
orange thing up in the air, it
seemed to come down right
through another orange circular
piece of metal, into some type
of fish net, and to the ground
once more. The result: UPS 98 Boise State 77.
And then other days, as was
the case last Tuesday in
Bellingham, things would have
been better if yam just would
have stayed home. This time the
opponents had the little magnet
on the ball to the basket. Result:
WWSC 76 - UPS 75.
Everything went right for the
Loggers in their stunning
performance against Boise State.
Namely:
--Curt Peterson was
dominant, scoring29 points and
grabbing 12 rebounds, both game
highs. Curt hit 13 of 18 field goal
tries, an amazing 72% accuracy.
--Fred Cain was uncanny,
pumping in 25 points, and
hitting 10 of his, famed
howlitzers, out of only 15
attempts. He also made good on
all 5 free throws.

Eric Davis named
Outstanding Wrestler
The Logger wrestlers opened
their 1974-75 campaign with a
4th place finish out of 10
schools at the Pacific University
Invitational held last Saturday in
Forest Grove, Oregon. UPS had
80 points, followed by Pacific
with 150, OCE's 149%, and
Warner Pacific's 87. PLU was
5th with 33, followed by
Willamette with 28.
Eric Davis was named the
Tournament's Outstanding
Wrestler, as he captured the 150
pound weight class quite
convincingly.
"Eric did a fantastic job,"
beamed Coach Rossberg. "He
just walked through the whole
weight class."
Davis destroyed the second
seeded wrestler, Powers of
Northwest Nazarene, in his first
match, by a score of 18-0. He
then proceeded to take apart
Danielson of Oregon College of
Education, the number one
seeded wrestler in the weight
bracket, by a score of 14-1. In
the finals, Davis downed Cox of
Pacific, the defending
tournament champion, by a

.

score of 7-6, in a match in which
Davis "was just toying with
him."
Logger Heavyweight Bill Tuk
also had an outstanding
tournament, losing only in the
Finals to Monagon of OCE, 5-1,
and capturing the 2nd place
trophy.
Joey Johnson at 118 pounds,
Steve Ehlers at 158 pounds, and
Duke "Cowboy" Phillips at 167
pounds, all took 3rd places in
the tournament, making fine
showings. Each won their first
match, lost their second, and
then came back to win their last
two for the consolation victory.
The Logger grapplers wrestle
tonight against OCE at 7:30 in
Manmouth, Oregon, and then
travel back to Forest Grove for a
match with the Boxers of
Pacific.
Coach Rossberg said about
the tournament, "I was very well
pleased. I thought our wrestlers
looked very good, and I was real
happy. Pacific and OCE are
traditionally tough, and will
both , finish high in the NAIA
this year."

guards Chuck Price and Bob
Nicol began cutting away at the
lead with a round of 20 foot
jumpers.
Nicol hit a bomb with under a
minute to play to tie the game at
66. The Loggers failed to score
after working for a last shot, and
a desperation Viking attempt
was also no good.
Logger center Curt Peterson
opened up the 5 minute
overtime by sinking a 18 foot
jumper After a pair of Western
free throws, Fred Cain came
back and hit a bucket with 3:45
remaining, putting the Loggers
on top once again.
Nicol then tied it again with a
long bomb, followed by a Rick
Walker free throw, followed by
another Bob Nicol bomb. Fred
Cain re-established a Logger lead
with a 10 foot turn-around
jumper with only 30 seconds
remaining in the overtime.
Now it was hero time for the
other Viking guard, Chuck Price,
and he came through for the
Viks. With only 20 seconds left,
he lifted Western into a 74-73
lead with a jumper form the top
of the key. fnlInwerl with a steal
a a d two free throws icing
theViking victory.
A last second Curt Peterson
lay up was only academic, as
theViks had scored the minor
upset, 76- 75.
Western's guards, Price and
Nicol, combined for 44 points,
23 and 21 respectively, keying
the Viking victory. Another
major factor in the outcome was
the ability of Western to
neutralize Logger standout ceter
Curt Peterson. Curt had 10 pints
and 6 rebounds, a good night for
most players, but well below his
scoring and rebounding averages
this year .
Fred Cain took scoring
honors for the Loggers, ramming
home 18 points And Rick
Walker, who "played an
excellent game", according to
coachZech, added 15 point 5
rebounds, and 4 assists.
UPS is now 3 wins and 2
losses, and open Daffodil Classic
play tonight at 9:00 against the
U. of Idaho. Simon Fraser meets
Cal. Irvine ar 7:00.

PHANTASMAGORIA
Books — used 1/2 price,
CRAFTS & SUPPLIES
MA7-6661
Court "C" Mall
10% off w/ this ad

WWSC forfeits
soccer game

.

The Logger soccer players
were scheduled to meet WWSC
here last Sunday, Dec. 8 at 1:30.
Unfortunately, WWSC did not
show up for the game. This,
however, did not stop the
booters from playing. Instead,
they had an inter-squad
scrimmage-red against green.
The soccer team is still
practicing every day. In January,
they will become the UPS
Varsity Soccer Club and begin a
schedule oft club matches every
Sunday. The schedule will
provide experiena and tough
competition as other college
teams such as Seattle University
will also play under the auspices
of a club team.

HAIR BOUTIQUE
,t(.5)1.

Students, Lads,
Lassies
Individual Style, Cut,
and Blow Dry--$6.00
$9.00 all others
Bouffant and Upsweeps
What's your desire?
$6.00 up
at 6th ..& Lawrence
ph. 759-5171

puGET. SOUND TRAIL

You told your new
roommate you dig
13.B.King and he
thinks she's great
too.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Ofympia Brewing 'Company,,Dlyr'npla, Washington ()LY (A'
..• Att Olympia empties are recyclable
'
.
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2 wins and 1 loss

•V
J•
The UPS JV basketball
team split a pair of games this
week, running their season mark
to 2 wins and 1 loss.
The Loggers loss came last
Saturday at the hands of
Tacoma Plywood, 73-68, before
bouncing back with an
impressive 76-75 victory over
the Western Washington State
College J.V.ers last Tuesday
night in Bellingham.
Tacoma Plywood fought a
late UPS rally which gave the
Loggers a brief lead at 66-65,
with under 3 minutes left in the
game. But then Clint Names and
Mike Dahl combined for 6
points from the foul line, a lead
which the Loggers could not
overcome.
Steve Freimuth played an
outstanding game on both ends
of the court, the primary reason
that the Loggers were able to
stay so close to Plywood.
(Tacoma Plywood is recognized
as probably the top AAU team
in the state:)
Freimuth rammed home 18
points and grabbed 15 rebounds,
completely out-playing Ted
Warner, Plywood center who led
the Pac 8 in rebounding 2 years
in a row at WSU.
On one occasion he grabbed a
rebound, dribbled the length of
the court, and put in a driving
lay—in, giving the Loggers their
biggest lead of the night at 9
points.
Mike Kuntz found the range
from the perimeter, connecting
on 5 of 8 shots and all 3 of his
free throws, for 13 points. Pat
Tobin also played a fine game,
hitting for 8 points and grabbing
some key rebounds for the
Loggers.

Sports
Trivia
by Matt McCully
Did you know that K.C.
Jones, former great basketball
player for the University of San
Francisco (when they held the
NC AA record for most
consecutive wins) and for the
Boston Celtics (during their
glory years), and the present
coach of the Washington Bullets
of the NBA, once tried out for
the Los Angeles Rams? The
story goes that he was returning
a punt during his first practice
for them, and after catching the
ball didn't even move, and was
wiped out by the punt coverage
men. The coach then asked him,
the story continues, why in
heaven's name didn't he run
with the ball. K.C. is said to have
answered: "I didn't want to be
called for traveling."
The whole story could be
entirely fiction, but it is,
nevertheless, some good trivia.
Those who have seen David
Thompson of the North Carolina
State Wolfpack play basketball,
are aware of the fact that he is
an excellent jumper. But do you
realize that his vertical jump is
42 inches? 42 inches!!!!! That's
unbelievable! No wonder he
scored 2,040 points and grabbed
682 rebounds in his high school
career at Crest High in Shelby,
N.C.
Speaking of good athletes,
how about Vida Blue and Bob
Gibson, both star Major League
pitchers. Blue is an outstanding
football player, and he threw for
35 touchdown passes in his
senior year in high school alone,
of course getting scholarship
offers from pratically every
college in the country to play
football. Gibson, on the other
hand, is an excellent basketball
player. After starring at
Creighteon University in the
sport, he went on to play with
the world famous Harlem
Globetrotters.
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Beta's lead in Men's

Gain Split
Tuesday night was forward
night for the Loggers in
Bellingham, with Danny Besett,
Pat Tobin, and Brian Stebrel
combining for 40 points and 20
rebounds.
Besett led the way with a
season high of 23 points, as he
hit 9 of his 12 free throws.
Tobin connected on several long
shots during a stretch of time
when UPS really pulled away
from the Vikings, while Stebrel
hit for 7 points and did a great
job on the boards for the green
& gold.

Steve "Omak" Freimuth had
another fine game, needless to
say, pumping in 14 points and
once again leading the club in
rebounds.
The team traveled to
Aberdeen on Wednesday for
their rematch with the Grays
Harbor Chokers, a team which
the Logger J.V.ers defeated in
the season opener, 78-71. They
play again next Tuesday against
McChord Air Force Base at
home, and the ar off until
January 8 when they travel to
McChord to play that same club.

SwimmersTry for Place
in NCAA Competition
The Husky Invitational Swim
Sunday preliminaries will see
Meet started today in Seattle.
Peck and Collier in the 1650
This meet is a national
free, Ehrenheim, Boettcher and
qualifying meet for swimmers
Scott Allen in the 100 free and
whose time is fast enough to
Moseley in the 200 yard back
qualify for the NCAA Division II
stroke. 400 free style relayers
championships in March. Three
will be Peck, Ehrenheim,
UPS swimmers, senior Larry
Moseley, and Allen.
Peck, Barry Collier and Phil
Morre Rude will swim in the 800
Moseley, are attempting to
free relay. Individually
qualify themselves for nationals
swimming in the 200 free are
at this weekend's meet.
Peck, Ehrenheim, Boettcher and
In today 's preliminaries,
Rude. Phil Moseley will compete
Brian Boettcher and Barry
in the 400 individual medley and
Collier will compete in the 500
Barry Collier will compete in the
yard free style, Phil Moseley in
20butterfly.
the 100 back and Jim Kaufman
in the 100 fly.
Finals today and tomorrow
Tomorrow, Larry Peck, Dale will be at 6 p.m. and Sunday at
Ehrenheim, Barry Collier and
5 p.m.

Varsity Volleyball Team
takes 6th in Tournament
The UPS women's varsity volleyball team came home in sixth
place last weekend from the Northwest 'B' Tournament. Other teams
in the tournament, held at Willamette University, included Lewis and
Clark College, College of Idaho, Oregon College of Education, George
Fox, Pacific University, host Willamette University, University of
Idaho, Boise State, Gonzaga, Linfield and Southern Oregon College.
UPS battled in through six matches; one a play-off match.
The Loggers defeated George Fox College in their first match with
game scores of 15-9 and 15-13. However, UPS lost their next three
matches to Lewis and Clark, the College of Idaho and Oregon College
of Education. Their fifth match of the tournament ended in a win
over Pacific University with two games, 15-13 and 15-6. This put UPS
in the play-offs for 5th or 6th place against the College of Idaho. UPS
lost the match 9-15, 15-13, 9-15, to finish the tournament in sixth
place.

Women's intramurals play
final volleyball game
—Chi 0 to Law School
Gamma Phi's to the
Basement.
Results of the games actually
played are as follows:
—The Basement team beat
Anderson-Langdon I 15-13 and
15-8.
Kappas surprised everyone
by showing up and defeating the
Gamma Phi's 15-9 and 15-7.
Hawaiians edged Alpha
Phi's 5-15, 15-12, 15-12, and
also beat the Law School 15-5
and 15-4.

Intramural Bowling
The men's intramural department's annual bowling
tournament got off to a good start last Friday with 18 teams entering
this year's competition. The Beta's emerged as the leaders of the first
round of competition, with a total team pinfall of 1922. The
defending champions, Theta Chi, in second with 1860, are closely
followed by the Sigma Nu's with 1826:
Theta Chi bowler, Dave Twitchell, started the day with six
consecutive strikes and went on to be the day's top individual bowler
with 621 pins (a 207 average) for his three game series including a 233
single game, a new intramural record. He is now in excellent position
to best the intramural record for a six game series of 1034 set last year
by Evan Campbell.
The final round will be completed today at the 6th Avenue
Lanes, 2502 6th Avenue at 3:30 p.m. Everyone is encouraged to
attend, especially the Tamanawas photographers.

FIRST ROUND BOWLING STANDINGS AND TEAM PINFALL
Beta `A'-1922
Theta Chi-1860
Sigma Nu— 1826
Kappa Sigma-1741
B. Hoopers-1718
Alii-1716
Langlow-1705
SAE-1658
Beta `B'-1690

0106%001%.00%1911410011.110011%•011%.
Intramural Soccer
Champions, Kappa Sigma,
challenge the Tacoma Police
Department to the first annual
PIG Freak Soccer Game.
The game, which begins at
2:00p.m. Sunday •December15,
is scheduled to kick off on the
lower Baker Field by the
Women's gym.
Everyone is invited out to see
one of the teams get busted.
410110%.800%/%10%/%100\ri

A football banquet wil be
held this Sunday(Dec. 15) at
5:00 p.m. at the Top of the
Ocean
A football banquet will be
held this Sunday(Dec.15) at
5:00 p.m. at the Top of the
Ocean Restarant. The cost will
be around $5.50 for a good
dinner. All friends of the team
members are invited.

Todd Hall-1635
D. Hoopers-1606
Phi Delt `A'-1585
Annex-1580
Phi Delt `B'-1552
Sigma Nu `B'-1462
SAE `B'-1360
Sigma Chi (results not available)

BIG 6
MOBILE
Garage & VW Repair

VAVLE GRIND
CARBURETOR
GENERATOR'S
STARTERS

PARTS AND'
ACCESSORIES

This was the week of the
forfeit for women's intramurals.
Fourteen games were scheduled
and ten were won (or lost) by
forfeit.
Forfeits are as follows:
—Tri Delts to Phi Phi's and
Kappas
—Thetas to the Law School
and Alpha Phi's
—AL I to Gamma Phi
—Chi O's and BSU forfeited
to each other. (Neither team
showed up for the game.)
—BSU to Alpha Phi
—Pi Phi's to AL I

Standings:
League I
Hawaiians
Law School
Alpha Phi
Theta
Chi Omega
BSU

5-0
4-1
3-2
2-3
0-5
0-5
League II

Basement
AL I
Kappa
Gamma Phi
Pi Phi
Tri Delt

5-0
3-2
2-2
2-2
1-2
0-5

PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Mon. thru Fri.
8 to 4:30
3826 6th Ave.

Your library
fines caught up
with you.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company;Olympia, Washington 'OLY•fr
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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Upcoming activities for Winterim 1975
There are people on this campus working very _hard, right now, to
come up with supplemental activities to Winterim -1975. Known by many to
be a boring and uneventful time-period, this year's Winterim promises to be
flooded with things to do , outside of classes.
Although exact times and places 'have yet to be announced, Del
Weston, assistant dean of students, and Semi Solidarios, student activities
director, gave the TRAIL a tenative list of. upcoming events and programs
scheduled for January.

INTRAMURALS
Men's basketball tournament
Coed Volleyball
-Coed Basketball
--Pool Tournament
Foosball Tournament
ere

ARTISTS AND LECTURES
-Death and Dying Puppets

GROUPS 1.) IN—DEPTH GROUP COUNSELING. GROUP LEADERS:
AdaVan Dooren and a member of the Counseling Center staff. For persons
who seek a greater understanding of themselves and of human behavior. The
group will concentrate on understanding self-conflicts as well as conflicts
with other significant people in the students' lives. This group is designed for
those desiring an intense growth experience. Limit of ten participants.
.

LIFE PLANNING EXPERIENCE' GROUP LEADERS: Del Weston and a
member of the Counseling Cneter staff. This. group will focus its attention
on problem solving and decision making skill development, the world of work
and how it affects the .individual, and the identification of individual
abilities, aptitudes, and interests. Participants will determine the group
format. Limited to twelve participants.

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Cross country ski outing
-Snow camping in igloos
-Second Annual Sasquatch Snow Boogie at Alpental

TEST—ANXIETY REDUCTION GROUP. CO —SPONSORED BY THE
COUNSELING CENTER AND LEARNING SKILLS LABORATORY staffs.
The purpose of this group is to help individuals who are experiencing
incapacitating anxiety in testing situations to learn how to handle these
feelings so they can function up to their potential. Skills to be developed in
the group include: relaxation, improved study habits, and specific tutorial
assistance when necessary. The group will meet intensively during Winterim.
Sign up in the Counseling Center (Rm. 201 SUB or call 756-3372) by
January 10. No limit of participants.

CREATIVITY CELEBRATION
-Arts and crafts workshops
Living Group Movies
GROUP DYNAMICS WOThree hour afternoon or evening siminars
--on awareness
-communication and conflict management for couples
-interpersonal relations.
-communication skills
On going weekly seminars

MICROLAB EXPERIENCE' GROUP LEADERS: Counseling Center
staff. This introductory experience to interpersonal awareness is for
individuals who want to experiment with a variety of techniques to increase
interpersonal awareness. The microlab will consist of one, two to three hour
session. Sign up in the Counseling Cneter SUB 201 EXT' 3372). No limit of
participants.

MISCELLANEOUS PRESENTATIONS
--Career Planning-Bob Denomy
Back Gammon Exhibition- John Jandali
--Finan6a1 Aid Workshop Lou Dibble
-Birth Control - Fimily Planning Clinic
How to get into Graduate School Darryl Reeck
-Chess Workshop - Tacoma Chess Club
-Wine and Cheese Tasting John English
-Depression Ada Van Dooren

5.0 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION' GROUP LEADERS: Lorraine
Denzler and a member of the Counseling staff. A growth model approach to
relationships and communication with others. Limit to 10 persons.

-

-

In addition to this, the ASB activities will provide many
informative, interesting, and often amusing - programs for winterim students.
Two boogies(both groups worth looking forward to seeing) Eric Schoenberb,
the world's best ragtime guitarist, puppet shows, an amazing mentalist,
renaissance music ensembles are but a fewin forthcoming, not to
mention the reopening of CellarX in the SUB, ftohrpgesrformances by campus
and Tacoma-area entertainers.

-

-

SAC
-Las Vegas Night
Weekly coffee house(local talent)
--Outdoor recreation programs

CARE opens drive to save
African drought victims
With six years of severe
drought in the Sahel countries of
Africa resulting in enormous
human tragedy, CARE is
launching a nationwide appeal
for funds to finance expanded
aid to save countless families in
drou ght-devastated areas,
according to the regional office
here.
"Emaciated families in
ever-increasing numbers roam
vast areas in vain search for food
and water, the toll of destitute
men, women and children rising
each day," CARE staffs on the
scene report to the Seattle
offices of the international relief
and development organization.
"International adi to Sahelian
sr- Africa has been substantial, but
every hour makes it clearer that
accelerated aid is crucial. With
our long experience in disaster
relief we can save many, many
lives if enough compassionate
Americans provide the required
funds , " the CARE office
explains.
CARE currently is providing
aid in Chad and Niger, two of
the hardest-hit nations and
Nigeria whose northern areas are
criticall effected. Since June,
1973, $3,500,000 worth of
CARE aid shipments, from
ready-to-eat survival biscuits to
medicines and water barrels,
have been distributed or are in
the pipeline. CARE also is
buying and distributing daily
essentials such as food grains,
soap, pots for destitute families.
Serving in Chad since May,
over $1,900,000 in survival and
baby foods, medical supplies are
already delivered by CARE or
are enroute. Drought refugees in
Chad are to be employed on a
food-for-work basis on vital
self-help projects—but
immensity of the catastrophe far
exceeds the aid available.
In Niger's Bosso Valley
CARE has also begun a
water-supply and agricultural
recovery program. Families in 10
villages, comprising 14,000
people, are being equipped and
taught to drill new wells or
deepen existing wells to reach
new water sources for drinking
and simple irrigation to grow
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vegetables. CARE
CARE provides both
the means:
the know-how
shovels, cement, pumps, seeds,
fertilizer and inesecticide. More
villages will be helped as sources
permit. Fish farm ponds, too,
are soon to be established along
the Niger River.
In Nigeria, self-help
water-supply programs have
been expanded in two
drought-scorched states.
One-third of 100 new wells, to
serve 50,000 villagers, have been
completed by CARE. Some 600
existing wells are being
deepened. In Kano State 200
new wells are to be built.
"All possible survival foods
and supplies must be kept
moving to these people," CARE
stresses. "This help now can
make the difference between life
and death."
Contributions can be sent to
CARE African Drought Famine
Fund, Frederick & Nelson,
Seattle 98111.

Christmas Carol
service set
Ski Winterim
At 7 p.m. this Friday evening
there will be a Christmas
still has space
Candlelight and Carol Service at
Kilworth Chapel. It is jointly available
sponsored by University Church
and the Christian Fellowship of
the University community.
The service itself will be a
re-telling of the Christmas story
in the words of Matthew and
Luke and in the singing of
carols. Wesley Stanton and Jan
Anderson will be readers. Becca
Parker will lead the music,
choral and instrumental with
recorders. Pete Macy will present
the theme.
Then at 7:45 caroling groups
will go out into the community
in the blocks at the north of the
university campus. The carolers
will return to Kilworth Chapel at
8:45 for hot cider, cookies and
singing.
Members and friends of the
university community and their
children are cordially invited to
join the service.

This Week's Calendar

There are still a few
remaining spaces in the skiing
winterim. This is an excellent
program for the beginner as well
as the very good •skier. Classes
average 7 to 10 students.
Students already signed up are
urged to reserve their rental
equipment as soon as possible.
For information on the class or
rental discounts, contact Dr.
Frank Hruza, J403, ext. 3260.

WOOD- SPECIALTIES & GIFTS
112 North Tacoma Ave
272-1760

Discover and explore...
the forest is [1141 of
hidden surprizes!

Classifieds
Silkscreen, inks, & squeege.
Bargain price. 472-4643.
Ski boots—one pair of blue
shell, pre-foam San Georgia
co mpetitons. Extremely
comfortable and supportive.
Only $ 30 . Contact Pete
Sauers. 4429.

Dec. I3, FrIdaY
Computer Film: "Communications Explosion" Mc 006 -Noon
Campus Film: "Strange Vengeance of Rosalie" Mc006 - 6&8:30pm
"Black Comedy" - Theatre, 8:00pm
University Madrigal Singers in Christmas Concert- Recital Hall, 8:15pm
Christmas Carol Service: Chapel, 7:00pm
Dec. 14; Saturday
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS: Mc106, 8:15
ROTC: Mc006- 8:00 to 4:00 pm
"Black Comedy" - Theatre, 8:00pm
Campus Film: Mc006, 6&8:30pm
University Madrigal Singers in Christmas Concert - Recital Hall, 8:15pm
Dec. 15, Sunday
Campus Film: Mc006, 1:00pm
University Church: Kilworth, 11:00am
Seattle Symphony: "Messiah" - 8:00pm
Dec. 16, Monday
Faculty Senate: Mc006 4:00
FINAL EXAMS

The "plain brown
wrapper" had the
return address
on it.

Dec. 17, Tuesday
Student Senate: Mc 106 - 5:15pm
Campus Flick: "La Strada" - Mc006 6&8:30prn

You owe yourself an Oly.

FINAL EXAMS
Dec. 18, Wednesday
FINAL EXAMS
Dec. 19, Thursday
FINAL EXAMS
Dec.20, Friday
GRADUATION CONVOCATION: Fieldhouse- 2:30pm
Basketball:Montana Tech. at UPS - Fieldhouse, 8:00pm.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!

PUGET SOUND TRAIL
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